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Abstract
History Division

TOCQUEVILLE, GARRISON, AND.THE PERFECTION OF.JOURNALISM
4

r

4 .

What is the purpose of'the newspaper in a democratic society? Alexis.de
Tocqueville thought he knew the answer to this question, and he thought he saw
emerging in the United'States in the 1830s a-xnewspaper system that would serve.
devcracy well. Tocqueville's vision, however, usually SO prescient and sUre;
waincharacteristically shott sighted when focused upon the press., Within'
two years of Tocqueville's.visit to the United States in 1831-32, apocratic -
revolution of sorts in the ATerican newspaper press had filideed begun, with. the
arrival of the first penny paper in Xew York City.-

But democratization via commercialization, the hallmark of theopenny press
what not at all at Tocqueville thought he saw at hand in 1831-32. Tocquevilwh le
was misled because he had visited the'United States duringWhatrwas perhaps the
most critical turning point in American press history. Tocqueville observed .

the American press through a ldnd 6f democratic, pluralist window fhat seemed
to have opened in America.ilith the rise of voluntary asspciationism and that
_would Close again With the onslaught of journalistic commercialism. lt was a
fleeting glimpse of what democratic journalism might have been in America --
but'never was.

This'paper is about Tocquevillele vision and how that vision was embOdied
in one American newspaper in the 1830s, William Lloyd Garrison's abolitionist
paper, The Liberator. In general, I argue that this period marked a lush
first flowering of democratic journalism in America -- participatory journalism
of the sort that Tocqueville heralded. But thills flush of democracy in jour
nalism had nothing to.do with the rise of the penny press, as standard Jour-
nalism histories take for granted; in fact,'the penny press'was inherently
inimical to it.

1

ii

More, specifically, I argue that William Lloyd Garrison's Visir of parti-
cipatory journalisn was as central to his Understanding of human society a's
was his vision of abOlition and universal emancipation. Indeed, it might be
said that for both Garrison and Tocqueville the perfection of*democratic
soo6ety and the perfection of journalism'were one.

by David Paul Nord '

School of Journalism
Indiana University

Presented to, the History Division, Association for Education
in.Journaliim and Mass Communication annual convention,
'Corvallis* Oregon, August, 1983.
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TOCQUEVILLE, GARRISON, AND THE PERFECTION OF JOURNALISM

What 'is the purpose of the newspaper in a democratic society? Alexis de

Tocqueville hought1, fie knew the answer to this question, and he thought he saw

States in the 18305%a newspaper system that would serveemerging in the Uni

democracy well. Tocqueville's vision, however, ueually so prescieelt and Sure,

was uncharacteristically short sighted when focused upon the press.. Withintwo

years of Tocqueville's visit to the 1Inited States in 1831;32, a democratic

revolution ok sorts in the American newspaper press had indeed begun, 'Atli thó .

arrival of the first penny joaper in NewYork City. The first 4Olume of Tocque-,

'villeli Democracy in America appeared the same-Tear, 1835, as the greatest of
1

the early penny papers, James Gordon Bennett's New York Herald. But Iciemocra-

tizati via commercialization, the hallmark of the penny press was not at all.

what Tocqueville thought he saw at hand in 1831-32. Tocqueville was misled.

because he had visited the United States during what was perhaps the moii

critical turning point in" knerican 'press h3tory. Tocqueville observed the

American pre:se through a kind of democratic, pluralist window that seemed to

have opened in America with the ;tee of voluntary associationism and that would

-close again with the onslaught of journalistic commercialism. It was a fleeting

glimpse of what democratic journ4ism Might have been in America -- but never 4
7

was.

,This paper is,about ToCqueville's vision and how that visiiin was embodied

.in one American newspaper in the 1830s, Vialliam Lloyd,Garrison's abolitionist

newspaper, The Liberator. In general, I will argue that the 1830s marked a
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lush first flowering of democratic Journalism in America -- participatory Jour-
.

.

naliem of the sort that Tocqueville heralded.. 'But this-flush of'democracy in
,

Jaurnalism had nOthing to do 'with the rise of the penny press, as standard

Journalism histories take for granted; is fact, the Sehny press waS inherently4-11

inimical to it. More specifically, I will argue.that WillUm Lloyd Garrison's

vision of participatory Journalisi was as central to his understanding of human

societk as was his vision 'of abolition and universal'emancipation. Indeed, it

might be said that for both Garrison-and Tocquevd4e the pe4ection of'democratic

society and the perfection of Journalism were onp.

4

II

For Tocqueville, one cif the most remarkable traits of Americans was/thei4

penchant for organizing voluntary associations. He wrote:

There are not only commercial and industrial associations in which all: take
part, but others of a thousand different types -- religious,.maral, serious,
futile, very general and very limited, i nensI71aie and very minute. I

Americans combine to give fetes, found seminaries, bIiI.d churches,'distri-
bute books, and send missionaries to the antipodes. H spitals, prisons, and
schools take shape in that way. Finally, if they want o proclaim a truth
or propagate some feeling by the encouragement:of a gr at exaMOle, they form
an association:1

P -4
Tocqueville explained the Americans' lust po organize according to hie central

theme abolit American society: equality. ;',Loong democratie peoges," he said,

"associations must take the place of the 'powerfnl private persons whom equality

of conditions ha* eliminated."2

Newspapers, Tocqueville believed, were crucial instrwnents far democratic

association building:
A ,

Newspapers make.associations, and associationts make'newspapers; arid if it
were true to say that associations must mnitiply as uickly as conditions'
become equal, it is equally certain that the numb of papers increases in
proportion as associations multiply.3

In a demiocratic society such as the United States, newspapers emerge as one of

the few bulwarks against the menace oftindiV.aualism, and Tocqueville was,extra-
,

.
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1

- vagant in his hopes for theM. m#e should underrate their

1.f we thought they just guaranteed liberty; they'maintain

importance," he said,

"4

Newspapers maintain civilization in a democracy, Tocqueville believed, by

taking collective thought and action possible. 'Theypermit many people to

think the same thoughts and to feel the.same feelings, simultaneously. "'A news-
r,

paper will live,only if it serves-this communitarian function. "A newspaper

therefore always-represents.an association whose members are its regular readers.

This association may be more or less strictly defined) more dr less Closed, more

,or less numerous, but there Must at least be the seed of it in men's minds, fOr

otherwise the paper would not survive." NoOspapers thrive in a democracy, not

because they are cheap, bui because people neel them "to communicate with one

another and,to act:together."5

A,
Tocqurillels assertion that America was the grieatest nerspaper country in .

the world was almost an understatement. At the time of Tocquevilleis visit in,

the early 1830s, the United States had eome 900 newspapers; about twice aa manY

ai Great Britain, its nearest rival. Aggregate newspaper'Circulation in America

was significantly higher as well. Moreover, the newspaper loftiness was groWing,

rapidly. By 1840, the census Counted 1,631 papers; by 1850, the figure reached

*26, witiva total annual cirCulation of nearly half a billion copies. The

decades fram 1820 to 1850 might be cailed the'take-off st.4e)lfor'daily newipapers4

From a handful 4f twenty-four dailies in 1820, t, daily newspaper industry grew

to 138 papers in 'Igo and to 254 in 1850. By 1850, dailies accounted for more
.

than half of the annual circula9.on of all periodicals in America. ,Yet despite,

the rise of the daily, the weekly newspaper was then and Would remain for some

time to come the most ammoft,add ubiquitous form of newspaper journalism in

6
America.

A

"The plethora,of,newspapers 'reflected the pluralism of Amerida, in Tocquevillels

Partly this was due to the federal principle in government,. whiqh was in.



turn the produdt of an intense localism inimerican public life. Bach county,

township, and village held its sacred portion of governmental authoeity, and

thus each developed a local political culture and a local political press. This

was tttlp era of the frontier newspaperand the local booster'press. But pluralism

was not an aspect of geographital lOcalism only, for much of the association'

building that'Tocquevilie obserVed.was beginning to be state-vide, regional,

"ieven national. Many of the hundreds of'new weekly journals that emerged in this A

4era were trans-local and-specialized by content And audience. 7 If this was the

era of the urban daily and the frontieroweekly, it was also the,era of another'

new kind of journalism that impressed.Tocqueville very much: thelnational

4
associational press.

'The 18308 and '408 have been called the Age of RefOrm;7and perhaps no other

period in American history**, displayed sucl?Allien-eity, diversip., and optt-.

mism in reform ideology or in the organization of reform work. The nation's

founding fathers were'now dead, and to their children had fallen the dut*.to

preserve and to perfect the Ameriean experiment. Many viewed this as a heavy

burden indeed, for America was rapidly changing in dhallenging and often dis-
% a

turbing ways. Industrializatioh, urbanization, .immigration, Changes in political,
!

social, ani family life -- all seamed to require some kind of intervention, some

kind of reformation:\ The reiult was the termperance movement, prison reform,
0/E

utopian communitarianism, religious missions and Sunday schools; public sChool

refo insane asylums, feminism, labor unionism, pacifism, and more. This was,

as activists then tdrmed it, a great "Sisterhood of Reforms."
8

The unifying spirit of this age of reford was perfectionism. Nartowly.con7

strued, perfectionism was an evangelical religious doctrine that rejected'the

pessimistic Calvinist Vtew of human nature, declaring instead that individual

sinners could themselves repudiate sin and become sanctified Ob. earth.9 But

the spielt of perfeCtionism flowed far beyond evangelical Protestant Christianity.

s
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The notion that men and women could da,something to save themselves meant also

that they could act to save their world'. In any age, the great impetus to

reform is not the realization that man is sinful and theiworld flawed; People
,-

. .

have always known that. Reform grows from the belief thit individuals carido

something about it. In the 1630s and '405, religious dottrines of perfectionism

merged nicely with democratic, romantic, and progressive impulses in the secular
.

world to produce a great flood tide of rekorm.10

%

.The groWth of national reform associations, however, depended also upon

things more mundane than religious spirit. To organize on a national or region-

al sCale, a reform group needed an effective communication network. The infrar

structure for such networks was.beginning to be'built in the 1830s, as Americae

moved into its industrial revolution. Most important was the so4-called trans-

portation revolution, including improved post roads and turnpikes, riVer and

ocean steamers, interior canals; and finally ra6.-road5. These technological

advances in travpOrtation permitted the fasterand cheaper movament not only

of manufactured goods and agricultural produce, but bf preachers, lecturers,

and organization agents as wel1.1.1 Meanwhile, krovemente in printing and

papermaking technologies greatly reduced the cost of producing books, pamph-

lets, newspapers, and other associational literature. By 'the 18308, perhaps
4

for the first time in'Ameridian history, a man could actually make a living as.

12
a reform lecturer or organizational journalist. This oommunication revolur

tion seemed to hold great promise for the perfection of both journalistic and

demo7ratic pluralism in America.

One relatively binor reform movement of the early 130 eventually grew to

touch, in one way or another, nearly every aspect of reform thought and action

by the 1850s. This was the.movement for the abolition of slavery. Though

abolitionists were strikIngly diverse in the doctrines.they professed.and in

the methods they practiced, they:shared the perfectionist faith that the nation
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could be saved from sin by the works of man.
13

They also shared a shrewd under-

standing of the new technological possibilitiesifor.mass communication.

Between its founding in 1833 and its factional split in,1840,_the American

Anti-Slavery Society displayed vividly how an organization could exploit the

transportatio-/communication revolution. From the beginning, the sociefk saw

140

,

its chief pur sd as agitation and propaganda: .the moral suasion of Americank..

public opinion. The society's Dlaration of SentiTents, adopted
,.. .

inewavention in December, 1833, makes this ihtent clear:

We shall organize Anti-Slavery Societies, if possible, in every city,
town and village in our land.

at the found-

We shall send forth,agents o lift up the v oice of remonstrance, of
warning, of,entreaty, and of re e.

We shall circulate, unsparingly and extensively, aàtisiavery tracts
and periodicals.

Ile shall enlist the pulpit and the press in the xause of the suffering
ahd the dumb.14

The abolitionist; found most pulpits closed to them, but the printing press

proved*to be a ready and powerful ally. After quickly founding a weekly news-

paper, The Mmancipator, the society.next launched what was up to that time the'

4greatest printed propagandaicamiign in American history'. In 1835, the Society

flooded the mails with more than million pieces of anti-slavery literlture,

which were sent free to people all,over the count ry, especially in4the outh.

The materials ranged fram four new monthly journals and a children's ne paper

to Woodcuts, handkerchiefs, and even chocolate Wrappers.15

Public'reaction.to this onslaught of abolition propaganda was close to

hysterical; especially in tWe South. Sduthern newspapers denoundqd the "incen-
,

diary literature"; mobs burned the mail sacks; postmasters stopped delivery,

with theublessing of Postmaster General Amos Kendall; and,finally Sbuthern state

legislatures prohibited the importation of "inflammatory" publications.16

or Southerners, the mammoth scale of the 1835 propaganda campaign seemed

.
AT :

'1: -
ILL. r. 3k
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clear evidence that abolitionilm was an enormously rich and powerful conspiracy,

centered in New York, which was determinld to destroy traditional local valuei

and institutions. 'For then, this nationalization of organization and communi-

cation was a threat to the decentralized structure of American republicanism.

In reality, the American Anti-Slavery Society was neither rich nor powerful.

It only seemed so because.printing ana postage wo4e cheap. Print(ing rates

for the society, in fact, had fallen almost byftaf in a single year, between

1834 and 1835. 17
What both Southerners and Northerners saw in the great "postal

campaignit'of 18351was ihe birth.of'a new kind of Journalism, which was intimately

wedded to a new participant in,American pluralisn: the national voluntary assoh

ciation.

The printing press was an instrument not sole], for propaganda and agitation:

Perhaps more important, it was also a builder of community among the already

converted, the role that Tocqueville was most interested in. The.abolitionist

movement became a kind of religious congregation in the 1830s, with its members '

scattered across the land, linked together throughletters, travelintagents

and lecturers, pamphlets, and, perhaps especially, newspapers. In addition,

the transportation revolution permitted more people to travel to annual con-

ventions, abolitionist fairs and bazaars, ahd even to anti-slavery conclaves

. abroad. At least a few leaders could dedicate their lives to the cause, and

make a living at7it.
is

This was miething new to American democracy, and to

American journalism as well.

v

One man who made his living in abolitioniam was William Lloyd Garrison, a

journalist by 'training and temperament, and for thirty-five years the editor of

the most notorious abolitionist paper of them all. Garrieon has regularly'been

glorified and4ilified, in'a kind of Cyclical fashiOn, eince.his death in 1879.

1 0
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Historical opinion has at times portrayed him as the moral. conscience Of the
,

nation; at other times it has dismissed him as a nettleiome, egotistiCal

fanatic.
19

Nearly everyone, however, including his most p1ent debunkers,

has paih tributeto his skills.as a journalist. The most re entless of barri-
.

son's twentieth-century detractors, Gilbert H. Barnee, wrote: ye was equipped

by taste and temperament for free-lance journalism and for nothing else. .441

Journalist he was brilliant and prbvocative; as a leadlpfor the anti-slavery

20
host he was a name, anembodied motto, a figurehead of fanaticism." Despite

P

agreement that he was a talented journalist, however, surprisingly little

attention has been paid tO Garrison's philosophy of journalism. This is sur-

prising not becaue journalism is sorimportant in itself, but because journalism

-

was centiqi to Garrison's understanding of emancipation and of the' nature of

a good society. ,

Above all else, Garrison 'believed in God; and because he believed in God

he aiso believed in truth,'Truth -- God's truth.-- was what he proposed to tell

in the pages of The Liberator, the little abolitionist paper that'he launched
L-

in 1831. "I desire to thani; God," he wrote in his famous optning statement,

"that he enables ME to disregard 'the fear of man which bringeth a snare,' and

to spt'ak.his truth in its simplicity ahd power." In the second issue, he re-
.

affirmed his "unshaken relianevin the omnipotence of truth." This would c n

tinue to be The Liberator's clarion call for thirty-five year5. 21
During t

turbulent postal campaign of 1833, when the whole country seemed bent 'upon

silenarig the abolitionists, Garr on,ssnsistentiy and serenely held up God's

truth as the one sure def nge. :"Outs..is that fanaticism Which listens to the
0

voice of Godi" he wrote "Ours-is the incendiary spirit of truth, that burns
,

up error."
22

Men'who declare God's truth to hard-hearted sinners are-usually called

,

prophets, and this is indeed what Garrison thought he was. His language was
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harsh, he often said, because riuth was harsh; and peoplelid not want to hear

it. But.truth Would erntually haiV-e 4its way.23 After the Nat Turner i4surrec-

tion in August, 1831, Garrison wrote. with Bibliial sureness: "Read the account,

of the'insurrection in Virginia, and say whether our

another occasion he said of-his "hard language":

the wall of the palaee, it has caused the knees the American Belshazzar to

smite together in terror,'and filled*with di all whq follow in his train .11 24

What Garrison called propheey other; called igitation. We today might call it

an effort,in agenda setting. By whatever name it is called, the abolitionists'

prOphesy be not, fUlfilled."

nike the hand-writing upon

aim was to keep their unpopular message'conetantly before the pUblic'until the

consciences of the people were finally touched. This incessant "truth telling',

cehtral to the,abolitionietsl mission, as Garrison and many others defined'

it.25

Garrison's Aputation as a self-righteous, egocentric, intolerant fanatic

sfems from sttident-Pronouncements such as these about GOd and truth and pro-

.phesy. Certainly, Garrison was not modest about his opinions, nor was he re-

d'
luctant to argue them vigorously. He Atacked Opponents likeka.bird of prey,

with beak and talons flashing. Indeed, Garrison was a self-righteous, egocen-.

trio fanatic.
26-But

it would be wrong to call him intolerant. -Despite his own

1

certainty that he knew the truth, Garrison Was a believer throughouehis eerier

in free discussion and untrammeled, inquiry. Despite.his own deep.religiosity,

he always defended reason and ftee thought -- and on several rather different

grounds.

First,

essential

at least

ison argued that free inquiry would lead to truth. This waa

\

the standard Anglo-American faith in free discussion that dated

ck to John Milton's 6Areopagitica." .1n what is perhaps his fullest

etatement of his philosophy of free expression, Garrisonclearly had Milton in.,

mind:

12
El

t

4,
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My oonviction of the weakness and mutability of error is Mich, that the
free utterance of any opinibn, however contrary to my-own, has long since
ceased to give me any uneasiness as to the final triumph of Right. My
confidence in the unconquerable energy of Truth is absolute; and therefore
I ask for it, what only it requires, la fair field and no quarter.'27

Applying this doctrine to abolitionism, Garrison believed simply that slaveiT

could not stand up to free discussion. The violent reaction of the South to

the 1835 propaganda campaign was.ample proof of this. Censorship was the

South's only possible defense, for "the slave-system cannot bear inveitigation."

After 1835, free expression became a cause closely associated with abo4tion-
,- ,

ism. Garrison made the connection simply and confidently in his prospectus'for

1836: "Slavery and freedom of the press cannot exist together."211

Garrison's devotion to free inquiry, however, extended beyond its tactical

'utility in the pursuit of truth. Increasingly, as he moved from a narrow anti-
,

slavery stance to advocacy of uuni'versal emancipation," free expression and'free

exercise of reason became for Garrison not merely the.way to truth, but trUth

ibself. Individual freedom of thought and oonscience for everyone, along with

physical independence for slavea, was whatUniversal emancipation was all about.

"The emancipation of our whole race from the domination of man" -- this was the

goal. By the 1840s, Garrison had rejected all forms of coercion, religious

hierarchy, and human goxernment as incompatible with individual conscience and

the government of God. Only when the individual is perfectly free could he

be fPee to serve God perfectly.
29

As early as 1832 Garrison dedicated The

# Liberator to a long list of individual rights and freedoms, in addition to the

abolition of'slavery; and het.summarized all %hese goals as freedom of

thought arid speech, freedom of choice and action.30

But Garrison had.yet another reason for favoriig open discussion and free

inquiry, a reason ttet was at heart jOurnalistic and organizational. For

.Garrison, discussion was the essence of journalian. 'ThOugh The Liberator is

usually remsmbered for the vividness of its invectixe, perhaps a more striking

3:



characteristic was its devotion to readeT.;Zhicipation through correspondence

and to the interchange of information and opinions on abolition and all the

other reform Ruestions that the paper pursued. Fram its founding in 1831 to

its'termination in 1865, The Liberator was never merely a propaganda sheet for

Garrison's favorite causes. Ii was a forum.open to the scattered individuals

who viewed themselves as a oommunity of reformers. It was a gathering togetSer
A

.of the faithful. It was, as Garrison said in his valedictory editorial, the

group's uweekly method of communicating with each other.01

The Liberator was not, however, an official organ of any association,

though it was supported by the Garrison-dominated Massachusetts Anti-Slavery

Society: Garriton was much too self-centered and self-righteous to accept

editorial direction from anyone. But Garrison also argued that The Liberator's

independence was necessary to secure its role as an open forum for discussion.

This was its purpose and the secret of...Its success, Garrison mad, though

friends and foes alike did not alwais understand or agree. Both sides often

attacked the eccentricities of The Liberator, because they believed the paPer '

reflected or should reflect the principles of the abolitionist movement in

general. Not so, Garrison declared. It reflected only his personal views and .

the views of his readers and oorrespondentsvas he frequently reminded his

critics:
A

For the hundredth time I repeat it, -- the,Liberator is an independent
journal . . . . Hence it is not only unjust, but extremely base, to make
any anti-slavery society responsible for what appears in its columns, and
equally absurd and unreasonable to complain that it is open to the dis-
cussion of other questions besides that of chattel slavery; and most un-
just is it to hold me responsible for the views of my correspondents, any
further than they are approved by. me. Mose who do not want, or cannot
tolerate such a paper, have a very simple remedy at hand, so far aa they
are ooncerned either.not to subscribe for it, or, if they are sub-
scribers, to discontinue it whenever they think proper. I mean that the
Liberator shall be a FREE PRESS, in a comprehensive and manly sense; and
I *advise those who cannot endure free discussion to beware how they give
it any countenance.32

In this iiity did The Liberator serve the movement most faithiully and fully,

14



Garrison believed, for if to tell the truth was the virtue of the reformer, to

be free was the virtue of the press.

In-the course of his life, Garrison was an editor first and a.Feformer

later, and he never changed the philosophy of journalism and editorship that

he develqped in the 1820s on the Newburyport (Bass.) Free Press and the Benning-

ton (Vt.) Journal of the Times.
33

As the new twenty-year-old editor of the

Free Press, Garrison promised his readers that his column would be open to

everyone; but he would never seek their approval or solicit their.patronage.

They could subecribe or cancel, as they saw fit. He said the same .V) his'

readers two years later in Vermont. He would accept advice on every 8:abject

except one: how he should run the paper. In other words, as editor he

pected to have complete freedom to speak the truth as he saw it. But he offered

the same right to those who chose to partiCipate in the community that the news-

paper gathered around itself: 34

Garrison conducted The Liberator on these same editorial principles. From

the beginning, the forum function was central to its mission:

Before the Liberator was established, I doubt whether, on either side of
the Atlantic, there,existed a newspaper or periodical that admitted its
opponents to be freely and impartially Wilt/through its columns -- as
freely as its friends. Without boasting, I claim to have set an example
of fairness and magnanimity, in this respect, such as had never been set
before; cheerfully conceding to those who were hostile to my views, on any
subject discussed in the Liberator, not only as much space as I, or as
others agreeing with me, might occupy, but even more, if they desired it.35

At his retirement in 1865, Garrison reaffirmed his belief in his early editor

ial principles. "I have never consulted either the subscription list of the

paper or public sentiment in printing, or omitting to print, any article

touching any matter whatever," he said, adding that "no journal . . has

granted such freedom in its columns to its opponents; none has so scrupulously

and uniformly presented all sides of every quesion discussed in its pages."36

Of course, no mortal could-have been as just fqr, and magnanimous as

t

15
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Garrison liked to remember that he was; and yet the pages of The Liberator,

week after week and year after year, do bear witness.to the general accuracy

of Garrison's memory. Oertain1y, Garrison never held back his amnviews.)In

his famous opening statement id 1831, he promised: "I will not eciuivocate --

I will not excuse -- I will not retreat a single inch."
37

Historians generally

agree that this is one editorial promise that the editor\kept. But Garrison

also fulfilled his promise to keep The Liberator's oolumns open for free dis-

cussion. The "CoMmunications" department was always a centerpiece of the

paper, often taking all of the first page and more of the four-page sheet.

Indeed, in'the paper's first year, Garrison sometimes complained that "to

acrommodate our numerous correspondents we are again necessitated toexclude

our own communications to the public."
38

Whp philosophical or tactical debates

arose among abolitionists, such as the conf ct over political action at the

end of the 1830s, Garrison faaght aggregsiv/ely'for his point of view. But he

Q4 0

gave space to all. At such times, The Liberator was practically given over

to publication of letters, articles, speeChes, statements, and rebuttals from

39 qt.all sides of the controversy,

The Liberator also carried lterial from true enemies as well as from

opponenti fram Within the movement. Ga ison see4ed almost to delight in re-

)

printing the abuse that the mginstream newspapers; fram North-and South heaped,

upon 'him and the anti-slavery movemen . Newspapers were not his only enemies.

La a private letter in 1831, he wrote4"I am constantly receiving anonymous

letters, filled with abominabre and koody sentiments. These trouble me less

than the wind." .In 1834, Garrison Oven started a new department of the paper

called "Refuge of Oppression" to highlight these attacks and denunciations. ,-

Sometimes he offered editorial replies; sometimes he did not.
40

Of course, not all the material in The liberator was controversial. From

the first, the paper performed the more mundane organizationalifunction of

:16



publicizing meetings and activities and publishing minutes and convention

proceedings. The Liberator also carried informational, inspirational; and

purely entertaining news and features. Its regular departments included

children's stories, poetry, ladies' features, marriages, and death notices,

foreign and domestic news briefs, miscellaneous "brights," and a few adver-

tisements for hooks, medicines, and boarding houses. Despite his reputation

for dour earnestness, Garrison even included jokes in The Liberator -- and

fl

were actually funny. Though the content of the paper fluctuated-With tOe

of events, this diversity was never missing. ,Even on the day that Garriso

printed his famous account of how he.was nearly killed by the Boston mob of

1835, the paper included the usual brights and,anecdotes, including an acco

of a "shocking homicide" in Grafton and an item about a map who trained his

hOgs to work in harness.
41

Garrison's editorial philosophy led him.into a kind of love-hate relation-
, ,

/ship wirth public opinion.' One of his favorite quotes was aline from Cicero,"

/ which he had used as7=the motto of the Journal of the Times: "Reason *shall

prevail with us more than Popular Opinion." And throughoutlre long career

/ on The.Liberator he seemed to glork in public odium. When 'he retired he

counted the paper's short subscription list as a badge of honor. Yet he also

believed that reason and popular.opinion could be brought together through

moral suasion and the power of the press. "We expect to'conquer through the.

majesty of public opinion," he,wrote in 1831. "Appalling as is the evil of .

slavery, the press is able to cope with it; and without the agency of the

press, no impression can be made, no plan perfected, np victory achieved."42

!
Like other abolitionists, Garrison believed that the Ameri n peolile, North and

South, couid be converted to the anit-slavery cause, through the dissemination

of information and sound argument. "Let information be circulated among them

,

as prodigally as the light ot heaven, and they.cannot long act .and reason as

17
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they now do,"-he said.. To this end, one of the chief functions of an anti-slavery'

soliety 'met be "to scattentracts, like raindrops, over phe land" and to help

start a hundred new periodicals devoted to the cause of emancipation.
43

In short, Garlson idealized journalism. To him, joUrnalism was the ani-

mator ofsocial life, for it served the two great functions of social reform:

agitation and discussion. Agitaiion is the function most often associated with

the abolitionist press. But certainly agitation (or prophesy) was not.iat/ that

Garrison had in mind for abolitionist journalism. Not agitation, but discussion

-- free inquiry among the members of a community of readers -- seems to4lave

been the chief work of The Liberetor. Indeed, it might be argued that for

Garrison, free discussion waswa substitute for government -- a kind of demo-
,.

4

" cracy without coercion. From the late le3Os onward, Garrieon rejected govern-
.

ment in any fol:m, including demOcracy, becauie all crUman governments restedo
:

upon coercion and Power. But Garrison did believe in putlic'sentiment, moral

suasion, and volunta7 refoim organization as legitimate methods for change in

society. Amf he believed that the-tress -- as agitator and, even more important,

as.forum for free disgussion -- could and should lead the way. )If, for Garrieon,

discussion was the essence of journalism, journalism waa the essence Of a

perfect democracy.

IV

William Lloyd Garrison's Liberator, of course, was just cne rather obscure

point of light in the pluralist universethat Tocqueville observed in American

journalism. A thOusand other American neWspapers were also at work,, gathering

communities of readers about them. Together they made up the enormously complex

system of_American social life and American democracy. Though Tocqueville was

more interested than Garrison in the workilgs of journalism at this systemic

level, he and Garrison were agreed that the purpose of newspapers lay with the
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collective thought and action of the groups, the apsbciations, the communities
s

that grew up -with them. If group action outside partisan politics was what made

-

American democracy special, discussiip and.agitation'were the necesSary contri-

butions of journalism. For.Tocqueviile, thenl-participation in journalism was

-r
obe phase -- an iilcreasingly importdnt phase, - - of participation in demOcracy.

A participatory, asSociatiOnall'group -based press May haVe been a good

thing for American democracy, as Tocqueville-thought; but this was not the
,

direction of the re*dlution in American journalism in the 1830s. Neumpapers

110,-
were indeed democratized, but not in the way that Tocqueville foresaw. Instead,

they were commercialized; that is, they were turned into consumer products to

be-sold for profit in the marketplace along with the other new products of the

industrial revolution. The participatory and associational nature

paper was increasingly subdued in this new world of the commercial

of the news-

popuytr.;

-prePs-

Neither,agitEition nor discussion played a central role for these new

"penny papers." They continued both functions to some extent, especially in

the discussion of politics and in the proluotion of local business. Some editors,

/such as Horace Greeley of the New York Tribune, made valiant and partially \

successful efforts to carry SOMA f the spirit of associational journalism into

the commercial press. But, in general, the commercial papers were more inter--

estkd in egpanding circulations than in organizing communities of readers for

political or social action. And agitation (Perhaps unpopular "truth telling")

0

and discussion (open accesa to a paper's columns) didnbt necessarily serve

the circulation-building function. In place of agitation and discussion, the

penny papers and their descendents preferred to report "the news" -- that is,

44
to tell,interesting stories of occurrences. In place of an active group

of readers who participated directly in the journalism process, the readers of

the commerdial popular press became an audience of passive spectators, watching°
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45a great ihow tdat they were not a part of.

The associationalfpres mid continue to develop in America in the late
.1

nineteenth century, bUt)largely as a seliarate,form of journalism, increapingly

far removed fram the mainstream. The mainstream, flowing from the penny paper

revolution of the 1830s and 140s, would haveiits virtues, including some

democratic, political virtues. But reader participation -- association

building -- would not be one of them.

414r
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